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SPOR festival celebrates 15 years in Aarhus with fanciful, freakish and fucked up 
frequencies 
 
May 9th-11th 2019 
 
Today the 15th version of SPOR festival – Aarhus’ international festival of music and sound art – 
launches this year´s programme. The programme includes six world premieres. Highlights from the 
programme are six ”Calvin Klein-models” playing guitar in a rococo inspired dance ballet, a 
“centrifugal operetta” about an opera singer on the verge of meltdown, a performance resembling a 
bizarre version of Simon Says, and a musical suggestion of how human DNA might sound. 
 
SPOR festival is Aarhus’ international festival of unexpected musical experiences speaking to all senses. At 
SPOR festival experienced international stars meet the newest upcoming talents who will make their 
mark on the future of music composition. This year’s festival takes place May 9th-11th at different venues in 
the centre of Aarhus. 
 
A journey through whimsical and diverse sound experiences 
Six ”Calvin Klein-models” in a rococo-inspired dance with guitars. An opera singer on the verge of 
meltdown. A sound based time machine. A bizarre version of Simon Says. A speaking violin. The sound of 
human DNA. 
 
The concerts, performances, and art works at SPOR festival are definitely out of the ordinary. SPOR 
festival 2019 promises its audience a journey far away from everyday life and a meeting with new and 
surprising aesthetic expressions dominated by sound. 
 
The opening performance is the award-winning dance concert “No Tomorrow” by Iceland Dance Company 
featuring music by Bryce Dessner from the American band The National. Six female dancers dressed in 
jeans and white t-shirts put on a dancing concert that may come across as a Calvin Klein show but 
emerges in to a contemplation on the beauty, inner strength and art of the dancer inspired by prose dating 
back to the late 18th century. 
 
Part of this year’s programme is also the solo piece “Up Close and Personal” by the Berlin-based Danes Kaj 
Duncan David and Troels Primdahl. In this intimate operetta the audience is invited to witness the mental 
deroute of a glamorous opera star. 
 
Also visiting Aarhus for the festival is We Spoke, an ensemble of female Swiss composers, who have joined 
forces with researcher and scientist Richard-Emmanuel Eastes for the work “Phenomena”. In 
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”Phenomena” the audience can experience science interpreted through music. Specifically, the sound of 
brain waves, human DNA and chemical gardens. 
 
All together SPOR festival showcases 13 works of sound art equalling 13 different takes on surprising, vivid 
experiences all circulating round the many expressions that sound art can have. This year – as well as the 
former – the festival will spread across the city centre occupying a series of the cultural institutions, 
theatre and venues of Aarhus. 
 
About SPOR festival  
SPOR is an annual festival in Aarhus showcasing new music and sound art. It has existed since 2005. 
SPOR festival has an ambitious profile presenting sound art and new compositions at a high artistic level – 
both national and international. Apart from the festival SPOR also initiates other activities such as New 
Music School, a composer’s course for young people aged 11-15 – taking place for the third time this year. 
 
Dates: May 9th-11th 2019 
Venue: Different locations in Aarhus C 
Website: www.sporfestival.dk 
 
Ticket information: 
Ticket sales will open soon. Check www.sporfestival,dk for more information. 
Ticket prices: Young people under 30 years: 80 Kroner. Other: 130 Kroner. 
 
Press photos: 
Download press photos here. 
Photo credits are listed in the names of the photos. 
 
 
 
For further information, accreditation or interviews with curators or artists contact Head of PR Hannah 
Oxenvad Svarrer: Mail: hannah@hannahoxenvad.dk / Phone: +45 28 60 07 27. 
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PROGRAMME FOR SPOR FESTIVAL 2019 
 
Iceland Dance Company: “No Tomorrow” (2017) IS (Danish premiere) 
“No Tomorrow” is a ballet for six dancers and six guitars. It is a reflection of the beauty, inner strength, and 
art of the dancer. This may come across as a Calvin Klein show but it is rather an homage to the coming of 
age and the idea of the real lover in the mysterious Rococo times. 
 
Bryce Dessner, known from the band The National and as a composer of music for TV and films such as 
The Revenant, has written the music exclusively for “No Tomorrow”. 
 
“No Tomorrow” has been highly praised by both critics and audience alike. Iceland Dance Company won 
the Icelandic Performing Arts Award for the piece, which has been touring Europe the past two years as a 
part of Iceland Dance Company’s performance festival SACRIFICE. 
 
Duncan/Primdahl: ”Up Close and Personal” (2018) DK (Danish premiere) 
In this accelerating musical theatre, the audience is invited inside the chic atelier of singer, performer and 
Kunstliebhaber, Daniel Gloger, for an intimate and behind-the-scenes evening with a singular artistic voice.  
 
Friendly at first, the protagonist and the situation start gradually to fragment, as it becomes clear that all 
is not as it seems. As time goes by it becomes clear that something is controlling our host from the 
outside. Are the pressures to perform well, to be always on the move, to be healthy, proving too much for 
him? Are we witnessing somebody in the midst of an unfolding crisis? 
 
Are we really the masters of our thoughts and decisions, or are we not in fact inextricably bound to 
circumstances beyond our control, over which we have little say? 
  
Ryoko Akama: “Composition of Happiness” (2019) JP (Danish premiere) 
The installation consists of everyday objects and small electronic devices.  
 
Ryoko Akama’s starting point of making this installation was finding things that make her happy. 
 
The result is an installation consisting of several islands of kinetic contraptions that examine silence and 
space, playing with mundane materials that composes happiness. 
 
Marcela Lucatelli og Bastard Assignments: “Impossible Penetrations” (2018) DK/BR/GB (Danish 
premiere) 
Thrillingly imaginative creators and virtuose performers, London composers' collective Bastard 
Assignments is known for challenging the very limits of what a performance can be, quirkily joining the 
dots between performance art, installation, composition and improvisation. 
  
IMPOSSIBLE PENETRATIONS is Bastard Collective’s first artistic encounter with the radically engaging 
and dangerously provocative stage art from Brazilian Danish-based composer and vocalist Marcela 
Lucatelli. 
 
Christian Winfeld: “Lykkebækken” (2019) DK (World premiere) 
“Lykkebækken” is a solo peice by the Aarhus-based composer and percussionist Christian Windfeld. It is 
centered around the Chinese water fountain bowl - also known as a Fortune Pan (“Lykkebækken”). The 
water fountains were placed outside the temples in the Ming Dynasty period in China to be used for 
washing hands. 
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The audience is let into a dark room and placed in a half circle. In front of them is the “Lykkebækken” 
sharply lit by a spotlight pointing directly in to the water - resembling a prehistoric temple scene. Sonically 
the piece shifts between piercing, microtonal drones, multiphonics, water perparing bells, and primal 
percussion beats resembling minimal electronic music and Balinese gamelan. 
 
Helmut Oehring/Stefanie Wördemann/Torsten Ottersberg: “Eurydike? Volume 1” (2019) DE (Danish 
premiere) 
“EURYDIKE? volume 1” is the first part of a double programme by Helmut Oehring and his team with a 
focus on isolated female perspectives in male dramas: Courage to hope in catastrophic darkness, in 
unwanted misfortune, soul paralysis, cultural nudity. Dirt. 
 
The deaf dancer Kassandra Wedel, the violinist Emily Yabe and the guitarist Mia Carla Oehring performs 
EURYDIKE? It is snapshots shown as an audio-video installation with performance and dance. 
 
The piece will open with a live performance on the 9th where Emily Yabe and Mia Carla Oehring performs 
live alongside the audio-video-installation. 
 
Davíð Brynjar Franzson: ”An Urban Archive as an English Garden” (2019) IS/US (World premiere) 
The audience is invited in to a sound installation: a forest of speakers. 
 
Recordings taken at different times at the same location are placed successively in rows through the 
massive space—either from the front to the back of the space or radiating away from a performer moving 
through the installation together with the audience. 
As you walk through the forest, you walk through time, through the memory of what was. 
 
Lasse Schwanenflügel Piasecki & Duo Hellqvist/Munk: ”The Curtain” (2018) DK (World premiere) 
“The Curtain” is based on “Serenade" by Edgar Allan Poe. 
 
The musicians make live images appear from the music: A man inclines for a pair of silent lady hands in the 
window frame. The violin speaks his voice. Reconstructed musical instruments simultaneously create 
music, words and images. 
 
But some of the reality is always left out of the picture frame, since deselection is always til invisible twin 
of composition. 
 
We Spoke: “Phenomena” (2018) CH (Danish premiere) 
In their concerts, We Spoke wish to facilitate the interaction of music with other facets of the human 
imagination. This is also the starting point of Phenomena. The collaboration of the composers Ezko 
Kikoutchi, Barblina Meiherhans, Chloé Bieri, and the scientist and chemist Richard-Emmanuel Eastes offers 
an intimate encounter between music and science. 
 
Ezko Kikoutchi’s composition uses a brainwaves detection handset, Barblina Meierhans’s piece utilises 
human DNA for sheet music, Chloé Bieri reveals the sounds of synthetic biology and chemical gardens and 
Hanna Hartmann looks at the electronic treatment of sonic and chemical experiences. 
 
Marcela Lucatelli:"Run, Run, Run" (2019) BR/DK (World premiere) 
“Run, Run, Run” is a brand new solo performance by Marcela Lucatelli in which an offbeat pop universe 
meets the genre ‘instrumental theatre’ - a specific kind of abstract sound performance. 
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Lucatelli works with the concept of “stand-up song” beyond language. She is on stage all alone without 
instruments – and creating all sounds using her voice. 
 
“Run, Run, Run” is based on 12 voice “work-outs” repeated 12 times in different stagings. With an edgy rock 
and roll-attitude Marcela switches between different almost inhuman sounds from shouting to whining, 
fragmented soundbites, to opera and familiar pop melodies reinterpreted. 
 
Concert with Kaada NO (Danish premiere) 
John Erik Kaada has been described as full of uncompromising energy and talent – a true musical 
experience. He is famous for making fantastic emotional music for movies, albums and concerts. 
Genre-crossing and experimental, yet accessible compositions are standard elements in Kaada’s music. At 
this concert he will perform new and older compositions, together with musicians from the Stavanger 
Symphony Orchestra. 
 
John Erik Kaada, most known as Kaada, has been on the Billboard List with his debut album in 2003. Since 
then, he has created music for creative endeavors ranging from art projects to high profile films and 
concerts. His music is played almost daily on TV and radio. Kaadas film music is featured in over 40 
Norwegian and international movie films. His music has also been played on major TV shows such as Late 
Night with Jimmy Fallon, Oprah, The Super Bowl, The Daily Show and 60 Minutes. 
 
Louise Vind Nielsen: ”Human metronome” DK (World premiere) 
A human being breaths on average at a frequency of 12 breaths per minute while resting. When a person 
upon exhalation generates a note with a frequency of 24 beats per minute it is therefore twice the speed of 
an average relaxed human being. 
 
Four people perform as voicebased metronomes. They follow their own feeling of 24 bpm and are not 
synchronized or calibrated. They can’t help it. They keep going and continue even though it hurts. 
 
“Human metronome” is sonically relatively minimalistic and because of the asynchronous beats it 
resembles electronic avantgarde music or polyphonic voicebased music based on repetitive patterns as in 
the traditional music of the Pygmy tribes. 
 
“Human metronome” is part of Louise Vind Nielsen’s soundbased performative works in which she lets 
humans take over the roles of machines and thereby embody musical instruments. 
 
Concert with SPOR New Music School and NJYD (World premiere) 
For the fifth year in a row, SPORs educational flagship SPOR New Music School is a part of the festival, 
inviting young music school pupils from the Central Region of Denmark to explore the art of composing 
music. During three intense workshop days the students meet composers and musicians from the festival 
as well as listen to concerts - all in order to widen their musical horizons and create a platform for their 
own musical ideas. 
 
Discover the results of the workshop when the SNMS-students enter the stage at SPOR 2019 alongside 
the Aarhus-based ensemble NJYD to present their own brand-new musical fables. 


